THE YEAR’S BEST SPORTS QUOTES

Bruce Arthur, S1

I just found out Canada has its own
government. Even more shocking, it’s
not led by Wayne Gretzky. Separation
of church and state, I guess.

The situation in the NFL is awful.
It’s gotten so bad that even the
Redskins want to change the
commissioner’s name.
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Dreamers, perfectionists, world-changers, visionaries,
creators, competitors — the Toronto Star’s people
to watch in the new year are poised to do amazing things

TO WATCH IN 2015

RICHARD LAUTENS/TORONTO STAR

Our 10 Torontonians set to make their mark in 2015 are seen at the new Pan Am Aquatics Centre in Scarborough. Top row, left to right: Michael Mori (opera director), Joshua Tepper
(CEO of Health Quality Ontario), Brittany MacLean (swimmer). Bottom row, left to right: Sabrina Ramnanan (novelist), Joe Cressy (city councillor), Priya Panda (musician), Tariq Fancy
(social entrepreneur), Carolyn Ferns (child-care advocate), Lili-Naz Hazrati (seated, neuropathologist), Jordan Whelan (entrepreneur).

‘Cookie Guy’ doles out
crumbs of human kindness

Bill revives debate on serious
but poorly understood illness
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Lack of clarity about Lyme disease leaves families without answers

MANISHA KRISHNAN
STAFF REPORTER

Milos Paprica,
a.k.a. the Cookie
Guy, gives away
batches of free
cookies to
strangers he
meets through his
Instagram feed.

Milos Paprica doesn’t look like an Internet sensation.
Walking down Queen St. W. in a grey hoodie and
baseball cap, his hand gripping a reusable shopping bag, he blends in easily with people enjoying
the Boxing Day sales.
But the 31-year-old Etobicoke resident isn’t buying goods — he’s giving away the baked variety. And
he’s going to an awful lot of trouble to do it.
Every month, Paprica — better known as the
Cookie Guy, or by his Instagram handle, “MadVillan” — treats three of his online followers to a
batch of his specialty cookies made with toppings
such as Rolo candies, pretzels and Rice Krispies.
“I just enjoy giving them, meeting with people
and, like my hashtag says, sweetening up people’s
day,” he says.
COOKIES continued on A12
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Chiara Davide is sitting in a wheelchair at
her family’s home in North York, frozen
in place. The 22-year-old’s tiny frame
twitches every so often — the only movement she makes — and her rail-thin
wrists lead to tense fingers, bunched up
tightly against her delicate chest.
Chiara’s mother, Fran, gently lifts her
daughter’s arm. She begins stretching out
Chiara’s stiff hands while a music therapist strums her guitar by the kitchen table, softly playing Bob Dylan’s “Blowin’ in
the Wind.”
Fran sings, but Chiara stays silent. She
hasn’t spoken a word since July 2008.
And Fran doesn’t know why.
Over the past seven years, Fran Davide

Why the late reggae legend’s
fans are standing up against
company’s plan to market
Bob Marley-branded pot, E1

Missing plane AirAsia jet loses contact above Java Sea with 161 people on board, A2

and her husband, Romano Cassuoli, have
endured a nightmare, watching their
healthy teenage daughter suddenly fall ill
with no diagnosis or concrete hope for
recovery.
Chiara can no longer walk, speak or feed
herself, and not a single Canadian doctor
has been able to say why. But a positive
test result from a U.S. laboratory in 2009
offered a potential answer: Lyme disease.
As Fran and her family soon learned,
asking about this tick-spread illness often
brings families face to face with uninformed doctors and conflicting test results — and, potentially, false hope that
this hotly debated disease is the answer to
medical mysteries like Chiara’s condition.
LYME DISEASE continued on A8
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